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 Our Correspondent 
 
 
Govt unable to fetch dollar inflows through international bonds 
ISLAMABAD: Owing to refusal of federal cabinet, Pakistan has so far remained unable to fetch any 
dollar inflows through issuance of international bonds despite making budgetary allocation of 
raising $3 billion during the current fiscal year. 
 
On other hand, Saudi Arabia has converted its $3.2 billion into short term loan out of which they so 
far provided $273.45 million in first five months (July-Nov) period of the current fiscal year 2019-20, 
the official data of Economic Affairs Division (EAD) shows. Saudi Arabia allowed utilisation of $68 
million inflows in November 2019. 
 
The official data of foreign inflows shows on Monday that the government fetched zero amount in 
shape of international bonds after passing five months against budgetary allocation of $3 billion 
through issuance of international bonds. In the last month meeting of the federal cabinet, Ministry 
of Finance tabled a summary for seeking approval for issuance of Sukuk and Eurobond but different 
ministers opposed the move so the cabinet decided to defer the summary for time being. 
 
Now Ministry of Finance has been left with no other option but to generate financing of the budget 
deficit to the tune of Rs450 to Rs500 billion through domestic instruments at a time when the 
policy rate stood at 13.25 percent. 
 
On other hand, Pakistan continues to rely upon short term commercial borrowing and seeking 
bilateral funding in order to increase its dollar inflows as Islamabad fetched $2.961 billion in first 
five months (July-Nov) period of the current fiscal year. 
 
However, the project financing from multilateral creditors stood at $1.14 billion in first five months 
of the current fiscal year. Total dollar inflows stood at $2.961 billion in first five months of the 
current fiscal against $1.860 billion in the same period of the last financial year. 
 
After striking deal with the IMF, the multilateral creditors had restored budgetary support for 
Pakistan so the dollar inflows also went up by $1 billion in current fiscal year so far compared to the 
same period of the last financial year. 
 
But the worrisome indicators are continuous reliance on short term commercial borrowings as 
Ministry of Finance fetched $1.049 billion through rampant usage of this tool because it does not 
require to stick to the PPRA rules. 
 
However, this rampant usage of commercial borrowing will not help the PTI-led government to 
bring down the debt burden on immediate basis because this loan would become due next fiscal so 
the government would have to either rollover the loan or seek new loan to pay back the piled up 
obligations. 
 


